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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

An integration cartridge implements communication between the B2C Commerce Storefront and a third-party service provider. The

cartridge contains the localServiceRegistry code:



How does this code sample accomplish authentication to the service provider?



Options: 
A- By Issuing a Basic Auth request to the service provider.

B- By performing a signed SOAP Auth request using a certificate.

C- By wrapping the authentication service call with Basic Auth.

D- By disabling Basic Auth and executing the service authentication call.

Answer: 
D

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A new dent is moving from their existing ecommerce platform to B2C Commerce. They have an existing service that connects to the

Email Marketing System. The endpoint of the service can directly parse the data posted by the customer from the Storefront page for

marketing materials subscriptions. it if required that the service implementation on the B2C Commerce site supports authentication and

encoding.

What type should the Architect document this new service as?



Options: 
A- HTTP

B- HTTP Form

C- Generic

D- SOAP

Answer: 
D

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) wants to migrate its online shoo from a custom ecommerce platform to B2C Commerce. NTO needs to

migrate several thousands of customer records profile information, address book). WTO can provide a B2C Commerce feed. It is

currently using SHA-256 as an encryption mechanism for the customer passwords.

What approach can the Architect propose?



Options: 
A- Import the customer records, including the hashed password, as B2C Commerce supports SHA-2S6, and they will be able to login

with their existing password.

B- Do not import customer records and asks customers to create new accounts the first fame they try to log in to the B2C Commerce

storefront.

C- Import the customer records, excluding the password field, and B2C Commerce will automatically require a password reset the first

time a customer logs m to the storefront.

D- Import the customer records, with the hashed password as a custom attribute, and during the login compare the entered password

with the hashed password and save it in the password field.

Answer: 
D

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

During a review of the most recent release notes, the Architect finds that Salesforce has deprecated an API that is used throughout the

site. After reviewing the deprecated API usage in Business Manager, the Architect narrows down the usage of that API to a particular

LINK integration cartridge. The cartridge was integrated when the site was first launched and is heavily customized for the Client.



What is the recommended way for the Architect to remove the deprecated API so the LINK integration continues to work without

interruptions, and lowest level of effort'

Options: 
A- The Architect should update all the deprecated API cats in the already integrated LINK cartridge and test thoroughly.

B- The Architect does not need to do anything at this time, the API will continue to work with no issues for the foreseeable future.

C- The Architect should check to see If the LINK cartridge has been updated already, integrate It, apply the customisations, and teat

thoroughly.

D- The Architect should contact the company that created the LINK cartridge to fix the issue and provide the client with updated code.

Answer: 
C

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Given a website launched to production, the Architect can rely on several SFCC Business Manager tools that provide an automatic

notification feature.



Which three tools have such a feature and do not require to be monitored manually?

Choose 3 answers

Options: 
A- Job Schedules

B- Custom Log Settings

C- Analytics Conversion Reports

D- Pipeline Profiler

E- Quota Status

Answer: 
A, C, E

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice



During a technical review, the Client raises a need to display product pricing on the Product Detail Page (PDP) with discounted values

per promotion. The Client notes customers complained of bad user experiences in the past when they would add a product to the basket

from the cached PDP and then see a higher price when they started checkout as the promotion had expired.

What should the Architect suggest be implemented for this given that performance should be minimally impact?

Options: 
A- Remove caching of the product page during the promotion.

B- Adjust the PDP to have a low caching period during the promotion.

C- Modify the page to vary the cache by price and promotion.

D- Create a separate template or view based on the promotion.

Answer: 
C

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice



A developer is remotely fetching the reviews for a product.

Assume that it's an HTTP GET request and caching needs to be implemented, what consideration should the developer keep in mind for

building the caching strategy?

Options: 
A- Cache the HTTP service request

B- Remote include with caching only the reviews

C- Use custom cache

D- Cached remote include with cache of the HTTP service

Answer: 
A

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice



During discovery, the customer required a feature that is not inducted in the standard Storefront Reference Architecture CSFRA). In

order to save budget, the Architect needs to find the quickest way to implement this feature.

What is the primary resource the Architect should use to search for an existing community Implementation of the requested feature?

Options: 
A- Salesforce Commerce Cloud GitHub repository

B- Salesforce Commerce Cloud Trailblazer community

C- Salesforce Trailblazer Portal

D- Salesforce B2C Commerce Documentation

Answer: 
A

Question 9
Question Type: MultipleChoice



a B2C Commerce developer has Implemented a job that connects to an SFTP, loops through a specific number of .csv rtes. and

Generates a generic mapping for every file. In order to keep track of the mappings imported, if a generic mapping is created

successfully, a custom object instance w created with the .csv file name. After running the job in the Development instance, the

developer checks the Custom Objects m Business Manager and notices there Isn't a Custom Object for each csv file that was on SFTP.

What are two possible reasons that some generic mappings were not created? Choose 2 answers

Options: 
A- The maximum number of generic mappings was reached.

B- The generic mappings definition need to be replicated from Staging before running the job.

C- Invalid format in one or more of the .csv files.

D- The job needs to run on Staging and then replicate the generic mappings and custom objects on Development

Answer: 
A, C

Question 10
Question Type: MultipleChoice



Which two activities should an Architect encourage the replication team to follow based on S2C Commerce best practices?

Choose 2 answers

Options: 
A- Use the undo replication process to roll back to the previous replication if necessary.

B- Replicate the latest data to Production during periods of increased site use to ensure freshness.

C- Use the undo replication process to roll back code replications only, not data replications.

D- Wait 15 minutes after the recreation process completes for the cache to dear automatically.

Answer: 
C, D
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